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Teacher Decision-Making or Labeling?
No Contest
BY MARY

K.

LOSE

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY

A

common reaction in literacy education when faced with a struggling reader is
to attempt to assign a label to the child. For example, a label is often assigned
following school or clinical assessments: learning disabled/LD, dyslexic, developmentally delayed, attention-deficit disorder, or mentally challenged. This
tendency to label a child functions within a framework that advocates a pre-planned,
prescriptive program of treatment following the identification of the "correct" label for
the child: after applying the "appropriate" treatment for the "correct" label, the goal
is that the child will attain improved learning outcomes. However, this labeling-treatment approach has clearly
been shown to have problems. In the context ofliteracy education, such labeling encourages quick-fix solutions
that perpetuate stereotypes and create new problems often at the expense of the child. In addition, such labeling primarily promotes a "deficit model" approach rather than understanding the whole child and does little
to encourage finding and using the child's strengths as a starting point to serving the child and to responding
flexibly to the child's developing competencies.
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It is my experience that given the opportunity, most
teachers of reading would readily discard labels
and their accompanying prescriptive programs, and
instead would much prefer to develop and apply
their expertise as instructional decision-makers to
the benefit of the child. Therefore in this paper, I
propose an alternative approach of applying individually designed and delivered interventions that are
based not only on the needs of the child, but equally
importantly, on the resources the child brings to the
learning situation. This approach to teaching the
struggling learner emphasizes knowledge of the child,
knowledge of the task, and ongoing, sensitive responding to the whole child. This is not an easy approach
and requires considerable teacher knowledge and
expertise. However, I am certain that such knowledge
and expertise are within the capability of most teachers with appropriate teacher education and professional development. However, lock-step curricula
and scripted reading programs only interfere with
teachers who would like to develop and implement
individual interventions.
I begin by describing what we already know about
the qualities and skills of teachers of literacy who
see their primary role as that of instructional decision-makers in their work with struggling literacy
learners. Then, I provide suggestions for teachers
who wish to immediately begin or strengthen their
application of this approach in their classrooms. Next,
I propose how all of us engaged in literacy education
who subscribe to this approach can influence the
promotion and use of this approach. Finally, I provide
a brief selection of resources that I hope will provide
information and inspiration to teachers interested in
learning more about this approach.
Teachers of struggling literacy learners who consistently achieve high student outcomes recognize that
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learners bring a range of understandings to literacy
learning, including their oral language competence
and personal experiences with print and the world.
They determine what the child knows and how she
knows it and arrange opportunities for the child to
direct her own learning and link up known information to solve new problems. They make learning tasks
easy enough for the child to succeed but with one or
two challenges for interest and new learning. They
maintain high levels of support while encouraging
student independence and are quick to withdraw that
support as the child gains control over her developing
knowledge. They maintain an inquiry stance with
genuine wanderings and invitations to the child while,
at the same time, expressing respect and affection for
the child. In summary, successful teachers who see
their primary role as expert instructional decisionmakers, initiate, encourage, and continue meaningful
learning interactions that are mutually satisfying and
informative for the child and the teacher.
So, how can a teacher strengthen his role as instructional decision-maker in the classroom and resist the
tendency to label a child? To begin, it is fundamental
that the teacher makes a conscious decision to not
assign a label to the child; instead, I suggest discarding at least one label each day, until he knows each
child only by the gifts and resources that she brings
to any learning context. Next, it will be useful to find
time every day to work individually with a child to
learn more about her as a person and also to develop
skill in individual responding. With experience, as the
teacher extends his "response-to-the-individual-child"
repertoire of skills, it is critical that he maintain a
tentative stance, always asking such questions as
"What does this child know now?" "How does she
know it?" and "How can I respond best to support
her developing competence while fostering her independence and joy?" As more practice is gained in this
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approach, I suggest that the teacher take an inventory of his teaching skills, asking: "What else do I
need to learn to help me respond to the students who
most depend on my expertise?" Finally, I suggest that
teachers avoid pursuing a "going it alone" approach.
For example, a very useful resource from which to
seek support and assistance are colleagues who are
already skilled in working with individual struggling
learners.
While I believe that there are many actions teachers
can take to adopt such an approach in their classrooms, I also recognize that reform is also needed at
broader levels. In particular, I suggest that the time
is right for literacy educators to use our influence as
members of the International Reading Association
and the Michigan Reading Association to promote
instructional decision-making as the primary role of
teachers. In addition, it is crucial that the primary
emphasis in teacher education and professional
development programs should always be the development of high-quality teacher decision-making. It is

of fundamental importance that all of us involved
in literacy education counteract the current bias
towards approaches that elevate labeling and scripted
approaches to teaching, and instead promote and
support the primary role of teachers as instructional
decision-makers resulting in much greater benefits to
the children that we serve.
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W

hen I entered the classroom that day, I began by asking students "What do you
do when you read a text?" I expected some frivolous answers like "I stretch out on
my bed," but the students took my question seriously. Perhaps they thought "text"
was limited to textbook, though, because the responses included comments like
"Highlight the boldfaced words," "Look over the page and see if anything pops out at me,"
"Read just the summary," and one or two responses like "Use context to get key words."
Not a single person said anything like "Try to understand the text" or "Think about what
I'm reading." We might optimistically have hoped that of course most of the students were focusing on meaning
anyway, but their typical recall and understanding suggested otherwise.

Connie Weaver, just retired from the faculty at Western Michigan
University, has been active in the fields of literacy and language
arts for over three decades and has served as a member and
director of the Commission on Reading of the National Council
of Teachers of English. Her most recent book on reading, the 3rd
edition of Reading Process and Practice, is complemented by two
edited books that are used in the NCTE's Reading Initiative, a
professional development program for teachers.
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